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Connect magazine, as you probably know, is proud to be sponsored by National AJET. Connect
started as an AJET newsletter, and has since expanded to a wonderful community of writers,
photographers, artists, and more. Unfortunately, as Connect grew, it became pretty difficult to
get Connect information from AJET’s website. Not anymore!
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Thanks to the efforts of AJET webmasters Serena Lai and David Berg, Connect has a beautiful
new home on the web, with a bunch of cool new features that we weren’t able to do before (with
lots more in the works). Allow us to show them to you!
THE MAIN PAGE
That’s it on the right. You’ll get here by clicking on Connect
at the top of AJET’s site or by typing in ajet.net/ajet-connect.
Let’s break it down:
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1. Recent articles and news
This is where our newest online articles, extended features,
and announcements will be.
2. Read the current issue
To the right here, you’ll find Connect’s latest issue, easily
readable thanks to our new issuu plugin. Click the box
to open the issue. From there you can use the arrows to
navigate, comment, or search through the issue.
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3. Social media and eConnect
Click these buttons to follow us on Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, and issuu. If you’d like to receive Connect
with eConnect News, National AJET’s monthly update
newsletter, you can enter your name and email.
4. Community Spotlight
Spotlights now have their own page on the website, so that
you can see all the people who have been nominated by the
community. Here you’ll see the three most recent.
5. Reader poll
The poll is back, and is no longer restricted by a static PDF.
Give us your opinion on weekly topics and see what the
community thinks.
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The Community Spotlight page is the place where members
of the community nominate people they know for a little welldeserved recognition. These aren’t full articles, they’re just a
quick “I think this person is pretty cool. Here’s what they do.”
You can view them on this page, or submit your own nomination
at the contribute content page. All will be published online,
and our favorites will be published in Connect magazine each
month.

contribute
content

1. Name
Tell us your name, or what you’d like to be called.
2. Email

1

We need this to send a reply if you want us to reply.
3. I’d like to contribute

2

The options here include everything from your story or
article idea, to photos, questions, art, Spotlights, and more.
Not on the list? Select “something else”.
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4. I’d like to talk to
The entire Connect staff is listed here. Contact the head
editor if you’re not sure who to send to.
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5. Message
Just a quick explanation of what you’re sending to us and
what you’d like us to do!
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6. Attachments
Not the bad-in-Buddhism kind; we mean files. The size
limit is 3 MB, so if you’ve got something bigger than that,
you can email us directly using the emails found on the
Meet the Team page.
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Future Features

This is where you can look the current Connect team in the eyes
and read their bios. You’ll also find our direct email addresses
(which are also all throughout every issue of the magazine—
we really want you to email us). Scroll through, or click a head
at the top to zoom down to the person you’re looking for.

!

While not quite ready yet, things in the to-do
queue include a daily reader haiku display,
a gallery of all our cover photos and photo
submissions, and more detailed and searchable
archives of past issues.
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Our first issue of the new year is both looking back fondly
over 2014, and looking forward towards the future. With help
from the community, we put it together in the final days of
December before taking a well-earned vacation for the holidays.
In this issue, the staff talk about their favorite Connect story of
the past year, as well as their favorite Japan moments of 2014.
We don’t get to hear directly from the Connect team too often,
so I hope you’re as excited as I am! Take this opportunity to go
through some of Connect’s Greatest Hits, and maybe find some
stories you missed the first time around.

Sometimes, we just can’t fit everything into a monthly issue.
This is where you’ll find all of our extended pieces, multimedia,
and online-only features. With the new website off the ground
and looking good, expect to see lots of stuff here throughout the
month between releases of the magazine.

LETTER FROM		
THE EDITOR
Visit the archives and glimpse at Connect’s past. All of our
(now 35!) past issues. You’ll find a short description as well as
a link to download the PDF. Downloading the PDF is a nice
option for reading Connect offline, adding it to an e-reader, or
printing pages out so you can draw mustaches on us (or keep a
recipe handy in the kitchen or a guide while traveling).

Steven Thompson
Head Editor
4th-year Fukushima ALT

In between our reminiscing, we’ve got a bunch of beautiful winter
photos from all corners of the country. We asked you to show us
what winter is like in your part of Japan, and you all sent in
some great stuff. Our own staff photos this month are all lights
and sunrises, to pay tribute to the lovely Japanese tradition of
hatsuhinode (初日の出, the first sunrise of the new year).
See you in February!

明けましておめでとうございます！ Happy new year! Eaten your
osechi yet? How about ozouni? Gone to the shrine for hatsumode?
Perhaps you’re visiting home or travelling the world, or just
hidden under the kotatsu? Wherever you are, New Year’s
greetings from AJET!

This page is still being worked on, so for the moment it just
has our rules for submitting your photos. We accept photos all
month, and we use community photos not just for the cover,
but also throughout the magazine. Haiku will also be featured
in the magazine and prominently on the website.

LETTER FROM		
THE AJET CHAIR
Sandy Cheng
National AJET Chair
4th-year Kobe ALT
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Speaking of things to be excited about, the new AJET website
has been redesigned and officially launched! Anyone who dug
through the old website will understand why this is exciting.
Hopefully, before reading my letter, you took a look at our guide
to Connect’s brand new home on the web.

JANUARY 2015

Speaking of NEW, the brand-new design for AJET.net has
launched! We poured our hearts into creating a central hub
for JETs that is coherent, easy to navigate, and useful. This
new website will be the centre of our resources hub for current
JETs, but also for incoming and alumni JETs, too. As always,
we are open all feedback, suggestions and contributions, so don’t
hesitate if you have something to say! If you haven’t checked it
out already, there’s no time like the present!
Did you ever wonder what happened to that AJET survey you
filled out a few months ago? Wonder no more! Because one week
before winter break began, the AJET National Council met with
officials from CLAIR, as well as MIC, MOFA, and MEXT, for the
bi-annual AJET Opinion Exchange in Tokyo. We presented the full
report on “JET Involvement in Tourism and Economic Activities”
(with a big thanks to everyone who filled out the survey!) and
discussed the role JETs play in their own communities as
facilitators of tourism in Japan! We also discussed several other
topics, including the English Education Reform Plan leading
up to 2020, and MIC’s Seminar for Globalisation with JETs
initiative. An official summary will be coming soon, so stay
tuned for more details!
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STEVEN
THOMPSON
HEAD EDITOR
CONNECT.EDITOR@AJET.NET

Favorite Connect Article from 2014
It’s tough, since I read them all, but an article I think
deserves more attention is “All About Sake” from the
May issue. We don’t think much about sake’s place in
Japanese culture and how important it is. Knowing
about the different grades also gave me some bonus cred
at enkai. The May issue in particular is just really good,
with a great mix of practical features and interesting
stories. It’s also got one of my favorite cover photos.

Having spent my holidays
in the flip-flop summer of
New Zealand, it’s back to
chilly Fukushima for me.
Coming into the new year,
my plan for January is to
get out and snowboard.
I grew up in flat, sunny
Florida, so I only started
boarding here in Japan.
It’s nice to get out of the
cold apartment. When I’m
not out there, I plan to
hunker down, turn on the
heater, pull up Netflix, and
try and prepare myself for
a very busy 2015.
My Resolution
To think of something
constructive to do after
my Connect tenure ends.
Maybe I’ll dust off my
guitar, or actually study
for the JLPT.

“All About
Sake”
May, pg 41

read it
on ISSUU
or AJET
Photo - Matthew Headland

My Japan Top 5 for 2014
• Proposing to a lovely girl at the Ogasawara Islands
1,000 km from Tokyo

Catrina
Caira

• The incredibly dramatic volleyball anime Haikyuu!
• All You Need is Kill, the Japanese novel/Tom Cruise
movie

Hokkaido

• Snowboarding in Hakone, where we also saw Olympic
qualifiers
• Getting to lead Connect for another year with another
great team
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Erica
Grainger
Fukushima
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PATRICK
FINN

HEAD DESIGNER
PATRICK.FINN@AJET.NET

Favorite Connect Article from 2014
Surprisingly, I immediately thought of “Officially
Insane” from December 2014 when considering my
choices. I loved how brutally honest Adele JacksonGibson was in the piece, cutting out the usual fluff
that a lot of fitness orientated pieces hide behind. She
inspired me to take a more realistic approach to fitness,
something I’ve been focusing on lately, and realize that
I won’t have an airbrushed 10-pack in a mere month.

For me, January is about
getting back into the swing
of things after an extended
vacation and keeping
warm with many hours
in the kitchen baking!
Te mpt
hibernating
neighbors with seductive
photos of said food, and
company can make even
the grimmest winters fly
by and keep spirits high
until the warmer weather
rolls around.
My Resolution
My resolution this year is
to make “muse” happen.
Think of it as 2015’s
“fetch”. Watch, I’ll get it
featured on a talk show
host’s English t-shirt by
the end of the year!

“OFFICIALLY
INSANE”
December, pg 52

read it
on ISSUU
or AJET

Photo - Adele Jackson-Gibson

Chris
Moore

My Japan Top 5 for 2014
• Joining the National AJET and Connect team
• Attending 22 J-pop concerts in one year without
breaking my budget

Yamanashi

• Discovering the local farmers’ market
• Being able to show my mom Japan in a new light
• The drama 失恋ショコラティエ (Shitsuren Chocolatier)
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patrick
Finn
Toyama
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NATE
BERNE

VOLUNTEERING EDITOR
CONNECT.VOLUNTEERING@AJET.NET

Favorite Connect Article from 2014
I’m especially inspired by November’s “Calling
All Coaches”, which covers everything that an
international professional can hope to accomplish:
supporting education, motivating kids, working across
different sectors, and bringing a personal passion to
volunteering. Both an individual’s story and a How-To
guide, the piece captured everything it takes to make a
positive impact as part of a community, and underscores
the great potential of drawing from one’s personal skill
set and experience.
Winter came early for me
this year, as I spent August
in Australia visiting
former-JET friends and
allies up and down the
eastern coast. That’s the
true scope of ALT life:
broaden your perspective,
get out, and get active!!
My winter always builds
toward the Hadaka
Matsuri, where our
warship of international
barbarians rampages the
Saidaiji Temple for…a
stick. Simple pleasures,
yes—but it’s all about the
adventure.
My Resolution
Inches from inking a
PhD in Film & Cinema,
I’m working to keep up
this whirlwind deluge
of JET work, PA duties,
and de facto international
education gleaned from
Japan.
18

“Calling All
Coaches”
November, pg 46

Photo - Lourens van Der Merwe

read it
on ISSUU
or AJET

My Japan Top 5 for 2014
• Tour-guiding my two little brothers (+girlfriends)
from Nagano to Okayama.
• Seeing my former JHS student off pursuing his
dream university degree.

Dana
Warren

• Co-hosting our midyear seminar to great responses
from great ALTs.

Hyogo

• Nailing a worthy GRE score after months of yelling
at Barron’s.
• Battling the 2014 Naked Man Festival, and training
for next year’s!!
JANUARY 2015
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Erica
Grainger
Fukushima
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STERLING
DIESEL

SENIOR ASSISTANT DESIGNER
Favorite Connect Article from 2014
As someone who loves having figs with honey and
yogurt, I’ve found it difficult to get my breakfast on
with Japan’s version of this dairy delight. The “Master
of Greek Yogurt” article in November’s issue has
resolved my issue entirely! I never knew it was so easy
to make something so delicious. Now I have something
to look forward to on these frigid mornings.

We’ve reached the end of
another year, and it seems
that the world is changing
more quickly than ever
before. To immerse myself
in modernity, I’m going
to take a ride on the
world’s only maglev train
in commercial use. I have
a lot more trains to catch
after that one, so I better
get my bag packed for the
adventures to come!

“Master of
Greek Yogurt”
November, pg 33

read it
on ISSUU
or AJET

Photo - Marie Johnson

My Resolution
I hope to attribute to the
continuing success of the
JET Program by writing
a guide on surviving
the first year of JET.
By utilising the pooled
experiences of past and
present participants,
this will hopefully help
future JETs to take root
and blossom in their new
communities by the end of
their first year.
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My Japan Top 5 for 2014
• The L0 Series SCMaglev—the coolest train in the
whole wide world.

Erica
Grainger

• Michi-no-eki—my favourite places to stop on road
trips.
• Book-Off—a place I find myself accidentally browsing
through porn on a weekly basis.

Fukushima

• Mushrooms—so packed with nutrients and strange
chemicals!
• Onsens—brought to you by Earth’s crust!
JANUARY 2015
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Erica
Grainger
Fukushima
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ERICA
GRAINGER

FASHION/BEAUTY EDITOR
CONNECT.FASHION@AJET.NET

Favorite Connect Article from 2014
My personal favorite article was “Fashion Roundup:
How Japan has Influenced and Inspired My Style”
from May 2014. It demonstrated how Japan can change
people and how they express themselves. One of my
biggest beliefs is don’t follow the crowd and copy trends.
Be yourself and express it through your unique, fashion
sense. This article showed everyone has a unique style
and the importance of being an individual. I loved the
quirky pictures and interviews.
Welcome to a fashionable
2015!
What will the
New Year bring? I was
lucky enough to have my
parents visiting Japan
for 2 weeks—yippee! We
travelled all over Japan
and celebrated a magical
white Christmas in
Ginza Onsen, Yamagata,
and then New Years in
Kyoto and Osaka with
my Japanese relatives.
I’m looking forward to all
the new challenges and
experiences that await me
in 2015!
My Resolution
My humble New Year’s
resolution: spend more
time with my stylish
Japanese relatives. After
all, “Fashion fades, style
is eternal” (-Yves Saint
Laurent)
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“fashion
roundup”
May, pg 30

read it
on ISSUU
or AJET
Photo - John Weber

My Japan Top 5 for 2014
• Sapporo Snow Festival and touring Hokkaido in
winter

Ola
Weber

• Hanami picnics in spring under the gorgeous cherry
blossoms
• Serving as Fashion and Beauty editor for AJET
Connect

Gifu

• Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Tokyo with Patrick
• A night at the opera,‘Turandot’, performed by the
Kiev Opera.
JANUARY 2015
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patrick
Finn
Toyama
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SIMON
GRIFFIN

TRAVEL EDITOR
CONNECT.TRAVEL@AJET.NET

Favorite Connect Article from 2014
In truth, I had had very little contact with Connect before
discovering it early this year. When I decided I wanted
to apply to work for the magazine, I read back over a few
issues, to get a better feel for the kind of publication it
was. During that time “The Great Kit Kat Adventure”
really stuck-out for me, it was lighthearted, informative
and well-written, and even now I remember it clearly. I
think of it as my gateway into the Connect World.

Christmas is done, we’re
all back, and the weather
is only going to get colder
and snowier from here.
To keep my spirits high,
I started booking my
f lights and hotels for
Golden Week this month
and reminded myself that
there are some places
on Earth that are still
warm/have houses with
insulation. Roll on spring!
My Resolution
This year marks my 5th
and hence final year on
JET, and so my resolution
(perhaps more of a goal)
will be to prepare (and
begin) the next chapter of
my continued existence.
Osaka here I come!

“The Great
Kit Kat
Adventure “
May, pg 44

read it
on ISSUU
or AJET

Photo - Lynne Francis

My Japan Top 5 for 2014

Catrina
Caira

• Visiting Awaji Island
• Becoming a member of the Connect staff
• Passing JLPT N2, only 3 more years and maybe I’ll
try N1

Hokkaido

• Kamisama no Iu Toori, an odd but hypnotically
enjoyable Japanese movie
• My birthday BBQ, not even norovirus could stop us!
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Orrin
Heath
Kyoto
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HANNAH
KILLOH

ASSISTANT DESIGNER
Favorite Connect Article from 2014
Japan is a beautiful country, with a dignified and historic
culture. But it is also a really strange place. Part of the
beauty of Japan is the obscure events, foods and people
you come across on your travels. “The Scarecrow
Festival” describes just one of many.

“the
scarecrow
festival”

January is that time of
the year when you can
come home from work, get
straight into bed, open a
beer, watch TV and eat
all the junk food you can
reach, and sleep soundly
knowing that no one will
judge you. Mostly because
everyone else is doing the
same thing. I will be.

October, pg 28

read it
on ISSUU
or AJET

My Resolution
Usually I make New Year’s
resolutions that I know
in my heart of hearts I
cannot keep. So this year
I am going to make one
that I can. My New Year’s
resolution is to just keep
on keeping on.

Photo - Chi Ieng Ip

My Japan Top 5 for 2014

Erica
Grainger

• Going to the snow festival in Hokkaido in February.
• Kobe beef in Kobe.
• Longboarding in Japan in summer.

Fukushima

• Playing the table flipping game in Osaka
• When you stand up to go to the bathroom at an enkai,
and realise those last 5 sake shots probably weren’t
the best idea.
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Joel
Reyes
Nara
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ERIKA
KLEIN

NEWS EDITOR
CONNECT.NEWS@AJET.NET

Favorite Connect Article from 2014
Among my favorite articles from 2014 is “I Dream of
Jiro: An Evening at Sukiyabashi Jiro,” from the
February issue. Having craved top-quality sushi since
viewing the documentary Jiro Dreams of Sushi, I enjoyed
reading this engagingly-written first-hand account of
someone actually visiting the restaurant. The article
lets you share the experience (if not, unfortunately,
the sushi) without the inconveniences of making a
reservation weeks in advance, or paying several man for
a single meal.
Happy New Year, and
welcome to 2015! I look
forward to working
towards my resolutions,
as well as continuing to
travel as much as possible
around Japan and Asia in
2015. Whether this year
will be your last in Japan,
or you’re looking forward
to many more, let’s make
the most of it!
My Resolution
My resolution this year
(maybe similar to last
year’s...) is to study
Japanese and pass the
JLPT. Also, learn to make
awesome taiyaki!

“i dream of
jiro”
February, pg 33

read it
on ISSUU
or AJET
Photo - David White

My Japan Top 5 for 2014
• Traveling around: Kansai, Okinawa, Nagasaki,
Korea, and Southeast Asia—even more in 2015!

Catrina
Caira

• Miso katsu, and custard taiyaki
• Biking around Lake Biwa and the Shimanami Kaido
connecting Honshu and Shikoku

Hokkaido

• Disney movies in Japanese (except Frozen, please
never again in any language)
• Hang gliding in Wakayama
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Chris
Moore
Yamanashi
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LACEY
LEE

EVENTS EDITOR
CONNECT.EVENTS@AJET.NET

Favorite Connect Article from 2014
One of my favorites was definitely “Cat Cafes and
Kitty-chan” from January of last year. What can I say?
I’m a sucker for cats, so anything about them peaks my
interest and draws me in. These beloved creatures often
make for great tales, plus I learned some interesting
facts about cat cafes along the way! What better way to
warm up than to cuddle up to a warm fuzzball of a cat
this winter? :)

Happy
New
Year
everyone! 2014 really flew
by, didn’t it? I feel like we
were at this point just
yesterday, on the cusp
of 2014, but I’m ready
to kick off 2015! Thanks
to my obsession with
omikuji, I will likely be at
a shrine for hatsumode,
obtaining my first of the
year. Here’s hoping for
another daikichi!

“Cat Cafes and
Kitty-chan”
January, pg 18

read it
on ISSUU
or AJET
Photo - Verity Townsend

My Resolution
Rather than making a
single resolution, I resolve
myself to several things
and see how many I can
tick off the list! Some of my
resolutions for this year
include travelling and
writing more, redoubling
my Japanese study efforts,
and exercising more for
my health!
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My Japan Top 5 for 2014
• Attending Dir en Grey’s Tour14 Psychonnect -mode
of “GAUZE”?- and hearing the songs that initially
peaked my interest in Japan performed live

Amanda
McCartney

• Visiting Harry Potter World at USJ in Osaka
• Seeing Salvador Dali’s Dream of Venus at the
Hiroshima Prefectural Art Museum

Hokkaido

• Visiting Shiratani Unsuikyo in Yakushima, the
model for Hayao Miyazaki’s Princess Mononoke
• Overcoming the Nihon-Ichi, Japan’s longest stone
staircase, 3,333 steps one-way
JANUARY 2015
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Nate
Berne
Okayama
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TOM
LEGGE

TRAVEL EDITOR
CONNECT.TRAVEL@AJET.NET

Favorite Connect Article from 2014
My favourite article was “North Korea: The Hermit
Kingdom” from February 2014. Having visited
North Korea myself, it was fascinating to get a different
perspective on perhaps the most interesting place in the
world to visit. I liked how the article highlighted some
of the practicalities of getting there. Most people think
it’s difficult. It isn’t!

I’m doing a bit of a
whirlwind
trip
for
Christmas to the UK,
Switzerland,
Austria
and Hungary. It’s likely
to involve plenty of good
food, drinks and skiing
as much as possible.
With so many folks going
home for Christmas, the
travel questions have
been coming in thick and
fast. Here’s to an exciting
winter everyone!
My Resolution
My resolution for next
year is to really crack on
with my Masters degree
and to start thinking
about teaching after JET.
I’ll be skiing as much as
finances will allow and
have another big Europe
trip to look forward to in
April.

“north korea:
the hermit
kingdom”
February, pg 38

read it
on ISSUU
or AJET

Photo - Ciarán Duffy

My Japan Top 5 for 2014

Catrina
Caira

• Watching my British friends who visited me do judo
at the Kodokan in Tokyo
• ‘M’ Restaurant, Osaka

Hokkaido

• My student’s speech contest success
• Half Russian, half Peruvian cocktail bar in Osaka at
6am
• (soppy!) Meeting the love of my life
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Dustin
Reimer
Hiroshima
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COLIN
O’NEILL

ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
CONNECT.ENTERTAINMENT@AJET.NET

Favorite Connect Article from 2014
Whether you are into soccer and sumo, basketball and
biking, or frisbee and football; international sporting
events are absolutely the best way to connect with
JETs from around Japan. While some members take
the competitions seriously, most of the participants are
there to enjoy a great weekend out of town to meet new
people. Since you need to attend at least one of these
events, check out all the details inside “Let The AJET
Games Begin.”
Trying hard to channel
the warm energy from
this sunrise at Angkor
Wat in Cambodia. But
2014 has been great to me
and the upcoming New
Year celebration, my first
spent in Japan, will be
the perfect way to begin
the end of my JET tenure.
Much love to you 2K15
cats!
My Resolution
After conquering my 2013
no-tobacco resolution
(very cool) and honoring
my 2014 limit of one
daily Facebook visit (very
lame), I’ll try something
new in 2015 instead of
cutting back on existing
habits. My resolution is to
write a screenplay and do
20 minutes of meditation
everyday.
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“let the ajet
games begin”
September, pg 49

read it
on ISSUU
or AJET
Photo - Chris Moore

My Japan Top 5 for 2014
• This.

Erica
Grainger

• Participating in my first kagura show in Hamada
City, Shimane.
• Trekking back to America to provide Best Man duties
at my homie Matt Partch’s wedding.

Fukushima

• Finally watching all of Hayao Miyazaki’s films.
• Going to a Jurassic Park-themed love hotel in Beppu
City, Oita. Winning.
JANUARY 2015
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Nate
Berne
Okayama
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NICK
POWERS
FOOD EDITOR
CONNECT.FOOD@AJET.NET

Favorite Connect Article from 2014
The article that stuck with me the most was “Naoshima
Meets the World!” First, because I live in Kagawa
Prefecture, and second because I finally participated
in the event in November, and it was one of the best
moments of my time on JET. The island is mind-blowingly
beautiful, as are all the islands around Shikoku, and
the students were so motivated! It renewed my passion
for working with my own students.

I always look forward to
a new year: a new page,
new experiments and
disasters. This January,
I’m soaking up as much
family time as possible,
and getting my hands
dirty with some neverdone-before experiments.
Wish me luck, y’all.

“Naoshima
Meets the
World!”
January, pg 50

read it
on ISSUU
or AJET

My Resolution
In 2015, I vow to produce
more, to write and blog
more, to photograph more,
to read more, and to cook
and bake more. I’ll expand
my blog, fill out another
journal, blast through
another NaNoWriMo, and
learn some new recipes.

Photo - Thomas Monaghan

My Japan Top 5 for 2014

Chris
Moore

• Spending the weekend with one of my closest friends
from college at the Sapporo Snow Festival
• Discovering Osaka with my parents for spring break

Yamanashi

• Eating the world’s best sashimi in Matsushima
• Swimming with bioluminescent algae at our
prefecture’s Sayonara Beach Party
• Watching my students practice for Sports Day
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Gabriela
Romeau
Okinawa
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VERITY
TOWNSEND
CULTURE EDITOR
CONNECT.CULTURE@AJET.NET

Favorite Connect Article from 2014
It is very difficult to pick just one article. However, I
especially liked “Gotta Catch ‘em All: The Search
for Affordable Kimono” in April’s issue. It contained
some really good advice on buying and wearing kimono,
and managed to explain it all in an undaunting way.

Happy
New
Year
everyone! Hope you all
had a good winter break.
This January, I’m looking
forward to dressing
in kimono to attend
hatsugama (the first tea
ceremony of the year),
as well as eating lots of
delicious food from the
comfort of my kotatsu. I’m
also hoping that it snows
a little but not too much!
My Resolution
As I’m on my last year
of JET, my resolution for
2015 is to find a new job
and apartment so I can
start a new chapter of my
life in Japan.

“gotta catch
‘em all”
April, pg 34

read it
on ISSUU
or AJET

Photo - Aimee Wenyue Chen

My Japan Top 5 for 2014
• Visiting the beautiful Iwakuni in Hiroshima
prefecture

Wafa
Dahbali

• Meeting people I hadn’t seen for years in Tokyo
• Seeing an amazing performance of Chicago by exTakarazuka actresses

Ibaraki

• Those strange mushroom commercials with Gackt
• “Yôkai Watch Taisô”—annoyingly catchy, but so
much fun to dance to with students
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OLA
WEBER

COPY EDITING
Favorite Connect Article from 2014
What I love about the most about reading Connect each
month is the exposure to facets of Japanese culture I
would never have stumbled upon myself. Adam Carter’s
article “Akira Kurosawa and Rashomon” from
March 2014 introduced me to the world of Japanese
filmmaking—an interest that has only grown since.
Adam provides an engaging introduction and subtle
analysis of the famed director’s work, focusing on the
importance of personal interpretation.
Having
spent
the
h o l i d ay s
traipsing
around Cambodia and
Vietnam, January’s frigid
temperatures and short
days have me wallowing
in the infamous postvacay blues. This month,
instead of compulsively
flicking through photos
taken in tropical settings,
I’ll be prying myself from
my kotatsu and facing the
icy temperatures here in
the winter wonderland of
Gifu prefecture. Armed
with a thermos of miso
soup, snow gear and heattech underthings, I’ll be
strapping on my skis and
chasing fresh powder
around Gujo ski area.
My Resolution
Even though I’ll be
heading back to the West
in August, I’d really like
to make that last push to
learn more Japanese!
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“Akira
Kurosawa and
Rashomon”
March, pg 24

read it
on ISSUU
or AJET

Nate
Berne

My Japan Top 5 for 2014
• Participating in an archaeological dig on Rebun
island—the northernmost point in Japan
• Getting stranded hiking Mt. Fuji in the off-season

Okayama

• Discovering the cozy splendor of kotatsu
• Snail-paced train travel using the seishun 18 kippu
• Cliff-jumping in Itadori’s crystal-clear natural pools
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Ola
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Gifu
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CONTRIBUTING TO
Connect is a magazine for
the community in Japan,
by the community in Japan.
Everyone is welcome to write,
no matter your experience or
style! If you have an idea you
want to see in these pages,
reach out to our Head Editor,
or any of our awesome section
editors. We’ll work with you
to make it the best it can
be and share it with our
audience of thousands. Not
every article needs to be an
essay! We feature interviews,
infographics, top-ten lists,
recipes, photo spreads,
travelogues, and more.
Contact Head Editor Steven
Thompson
at
connect.
editor@ajet.net with your
submissions, comments, and
questions.
ARTICLES
Write about something you’re
doing. Write about something
you love. Tell us a story.

SPOTLIGHT

HAIKU

Tell us about someone in
your community who’s
doing something neat and
noteworthy. Cooks, collectors,
calligraphers—we want to
hear about the inspiring
people around you.

Each month Connect will
feature haiku from our
readers. Haiku are simple,
clean, and can be about
anything you like! If you’re
an aspiring wordsmith with
the soul of Basho, send all of
your haiku along with your
name and prefecture to 		
contest@ajet.net.

COMMENTS
Let us know what you think.
Click the comment button
at the end of any article, or
interact with us on Facebook,
Twitter, and issuu.com.
PHOTOS
All of Connect’s photos are
provided by the community,
from the cover to the
articles and everything in
between. If you’re an aspiring
photographer and want your
work published, send it to us
at connect.editor@ajet.net.

COMICS
You asked for it, and now
Connect features comics.
Whether you’re a desk doodler
or a published artist, we want
to see your panels and strips
about life in Japan.

CONNECT WITH US
Interested in contributing to Connect? Want to stay up-to-date on interview opportunities, photo
requests, and Connect announcements? Sign up to be a contributor at the Connect Contributors
Circle online to receive updates from us, pitch your ideas, and discuss with the Connect staff
and community.
You can also Like us on Facebook, follow us on Twitter, and interact with the magazine via
CLIP at ISSUU.
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